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Abstract. We have developed and examined a new
regional geomagnetic index AES-80, de®ned similarly to
the classical auroral electrojet AE index, using data from
®ve Antarctic stations located at corrected geomagnetic
latitudes about 80 °S. Because only sparse ground-based
information can be derived from auroral latitudes in the
Southern Hemisphere, and because no index compara-
ble to AE can be constructed from locations in the
south, the possibility of using AES-80 as a measure of
high latitudes and polar cap activity is investigated. As a
global average activity level indicator, it is found that in
general AES-80 gives results rather similar to the
classical AE index. However AES-80 provides a more
robust measure of the occurrence of high-latitude
geomagnetic activity.

Key words. Magnetospheric physics (auroral
phenomena; polar cap phenomena).

1 Introduction

Two indices, the auroral electrojet (AE) and the polar
cap (PC), have been developed in order to monitor
geomagnetic activity at auroral and polar cap latitudes,
respectively. The AE index (Davis and Sugiura, 1966)
indicates the magnitude of auroral electrojet currents
and, in particular, the occurrence of substorms (Ba-
umjohann, 1986). The PC index provides information
on the polar cap convection; therefore, it is regarded as a
ground signature of interplanetary parameters, in par-
ticular of the IMF-Bz component (Troshichev et al.,
1988). Some relationship between these two indices is

expected, at least because the ®eld-aligned currents at
the poleward auroral rim both in¯uence geomagnetic
perturbations at polar latitudes and feed the ionospheric
auroral electrojets. A good correlation between the PC
and AE indices has, in fact, been reported by Ve-
nnerstrùm et al. (1991).

The Antarctic land mass does not permit a reason-
able spacing of geomagnetic observatories around the
nominal austral auroral oval, so the Southern Hemi-
sphere equivalent of the Northern Hemisphere AE index
cannot be constructed. However, reasonably good
average auroral conjugacy, such as shown many years
ago by aircraft ¯ights in opposite hemispheres (e.g.
Belon et al., 1969), suggests the northern and southern
AE indices should be similar and that hemispheric
di�erences, should they exist, would occur from hemi-
spheric and/or seasonal asymmetries in ionospheric
conductivities.

The Antarctic land mass provides the only opportu-
nity for establishing an array of azimuthally spaced
stations in the polar cap, in either hemisphere. Such an
array would provide data to both complement and
supplement the present use of single station observations
at Vostok and Thule. Data from this array, at about
80°S geomagnetic latitudes, would provide good cover-
age of polar cap and interplanetary medium. Construct-
ing an AE-type index from stations in this array can
provide new information on the physical state of the
region of magnetosphere (the deep magnetotail) that
maps into the polar cap. Data from some of the initial
high-latitude stations in the Antarctic have shown that
substorm-like processes are unexpectedly present in the
polar cap (Weatherwax et al., 1997).

The AE index is calculated as the di�erence between
the upper (AU) and the lower (AL) envelope of
magnetograms from 12 observatories located at geo-
magnetic latitudes between 60° and 70° and rather
uniformly distributed over all longitudes. Maclennan
et al. (1991) calculated a ``southern AE index'' using
stations spaced all over the Antarctic continent, not
just in the nominal auroral zone. They compared itCorrespondence to: P. Ballatore
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with the northern AE. The good correlation found was
due mostly to data in time interval (00±11) UT and this
was attributed to the fact that almost all Antarctic
stations are at corrected geomagnetic longitude be-
tween 0°E and 90°E. The smaller southern values
(compared to northern values, as shown by linear
regression) were attributed to the di�erent ionospheric
conductivities during local summer and winter in the
two hemispheres; in fact the period considered in the
Maclennan et al. (1991) study, seven days in June 1982,
is all in the austral winter season. The PC index
nominally overcomes these seasonal di�erences as it is
computed separately for the north and the south using
one station in each hemisphere (Troshichev et al.,
1988).

In the case of a contracted (poleward) auroral oval,
the use of a PC index is not optimum. Although a good
correlation between PC and AE was found by Ve-
nnerstrùm et al. (1991), they also noted that, when the
auroral oval is shifted poleward, substorms occurring in
those high latitudes were too weak and localized to be
detected by the PC index.

In the present study we investigate a proposed new
regional index, denoted AES-80, calculated like AE but
using a chain of magnetometers at corrected geomag-
netic latitudes near 80°S.

2 Data analysis and experimental observations

To calculate the AES-80 parameter we use the geomag-
netic north-south (H) components at one minute
resolution from the ®ve Antarctic stations listed in
Table 1, which are all located at corrected geomagnetic
latitude �80°S. The time period analyzed covers May
and June 1994.

The magnetometers located at McMurdo and at the
two AGO sites are all three-axis ¯uxgate instruments
(Engebretson et al., 1997). These are not observatory-
standard magnetometers, but calibrations and engineer-
ing parameters are monitored from each instrument to
ensure that the data are of good quality. The instru-
ments are each oriented in a left-handed magnetic frame
of reference (looking down on the Earth in Antarctica)
with an increase in the geomagnetic south-north (H-
component) indicating an increase in the ®eld in the
northward direction, an increase in the geomagnetic
west-east (D-component) indicating an increase in the
®eld in the eastward direction, and an increase in the
vertical (Z-component) indicating an increase in the ®eld
in the upward direction.

The instruments at Casey (Rycroft, 1982) and
Dumont d'Urville (full information can be found at
http://eopg.u-strasbg.fr/obsmag/observ.html) are also
three-axis ¯uxgate instruments.

In agreement with the original de®nition of Davis
and Sugiura (1966), we use the north-south geomagnetic
component of the horizontal geomagnetic ®eld. For
purposes of comparison we note that the northern AE
index uses the total horizontal component (e.g. WDC-
C2 for geomagnetism, 1993). This could introduce a
systematic di�erence between the North and South
results. In particular, the e�ect of ®eld-aligned currents
(FACs) is to skew the magnetic ®eld from its average
direction, causing the D-component to increase. There-
fore indices involving the total geomagnetic horizontal
component can attain, via the D-component, a consid-
erable in¯uence from the FACs; this e�ect should be
even stronger at higher latitudes.

To study how this di�erence in calculation might
a�ect the overall scale of AES-80, we have calculated the
average variation of the total H and of the north-south
H with respect to their average value. For example,
during May 1994, these numbers are respectively 0.22
nT and 0.23 nT at Casey (CSY); they are respectively
0.06 nT and )0.18 nT at Dumont d'Urville (DRV).
Therefore we see that the variations of total H (used for
AE calculation) are, on average, roughly equivalent to
the variations of the north-south H. In the speci®c case
of May at DRV, the absolute value of the variations of
the north-south H (used for AES-80) are greater than
variations in the total H (used for AE). Thus, this
di�erence in calculation cannot account for the di�erent
dynamic scales observed between the two indices; e.g. in
Fig. 2, where AES-80 is smaller than AE by a factor of
about 3.

The average value of H has been calculated for each
station for the two quietest days of each month and then
subtracted from the data. As expected for polar
latitudes, the quietest days do not always correspond
to those identi®ed by the Kp index. Therefore, our
quietest days were found using a simple automatic
routine whose results, in agreement with the classical
visual inspection of magnetograms, are found to mon-
itor the quietest days at single polar stations better than
Kp (Ballatore et al., 1997). For the classical AE index as
computed by WDC-C2 for geomagnetism, the average
value that is subtracted from the data is calculated as the
mean value over each whole month. Davis and Sugiura
(1966) speci®ed, however, that the quietest days should
be taken into account for the background H level
subtraction. In particular, for our index, whose values

Table 1. Coordinates of sta-
tions used to calculate AES-80 Station name Code Geographical

latitude
Geographical
longitude

Corrected
geomagnetic
latitude

Corrected
geomagnetic
longitude

AGO P1 AP1 83.86°S 129.61°E 80.14°S 16.75°E
AGO P4 AP4 82.01°S 96.76°E 80.00°S 41.51°E
Casey CSY 66.17°S 110.32°E 80.71°S 155.19°E
Dumont D'Urville DRV 66.66°S 140.01°E 80.62°S 235.77°E
McMurdo MCM 77.85°S 166.70°E 79.94°S 327.53°E
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are smaller than the northern AE (e.g. see Fig. 2), it is
important ensure that geomagnetic disturbances are not
eliminated when the background level is subtracted at
each station.

After subtracting the quiet time average from the H
component data, we calculated the H lower (ALS-80)
and the H upper (AUS-80) envelopes and their di�er-
ence (AES-80 = AUS-80 ± ALS-80) at one minute
resolution, in a manner similar to that used to produce
the AE index.

2.1 Correlations with Kp and Dst

AES-80 and AE have been averaged over three hour
periods (in UT) for comparison with the Kp index; one
hour average values have been considered for compar-
ison with Dst. In Table 2 we show correlation coe�-
cients between these parameters and both the classical
electrojet indices and the southern high-latitude indices.
The best correlation is found with the Kp index,
indicating that both AE and AES-80 are in good
agreement with activity at a planetary level; however
the correlation of Kp with AUS-80 is de®nitely less
signi®cant than with northern AU.

In order to ®nd any possible dependence of the
correlations (considered in Table 2) on the UT time, we
have calculated correlation coe�cients separately for
each 2 h UT time range. In this case hourly averages are

considered for indices also in the correlation with Kp:
the same Kp value has been assigned to each one of the
three hours to which it refers. The results are plotted in
Fig. 1, where correlation coe�cients for AU and AUS-
80 are shown in the top panels, for AL and ALS-80 in
the middle panels and for AE and AES-80 in the bottom
panels. The number of data points in the correlations for
each interval is always 122 for northern indices and is
between 114 and 117 for southern indices. What can be
noted in Fig. 1 is the good agreement between AE and
AES-80 independently of UT time (bottom panels). This
agreement is a little smaller for the AL and AU
components. In particular the correlation of Kp with
AUS-80 (top left panel) is signi®cantly lower than with

Table 2. Number of data points (N) and correlation coe�cients
(q) between the indicated parameters

Kp Dst

N q N q

AE 488 0.87 1464 0.63
AL 488 0.83 1464 0.62
AU 488 0.86 1464 0.57
AES-80 467 0.82 1385 0.61
ALS-80 467 0.76 1384 0.54
AUS-80 467 0.54 1385 0.44

Fig. 1. Correlations of auroral indices and
new indices with Kp and Dst at di�erent UT
times. The top panels show correlation coef-
®cients for AU (d) and AUS-80 (*), the
middle panels for AL (d) and ALS-80 (*), the
bottom panels for AE (d) and AES-80 (*);
each point is shown at the centre of the 2 h
interval to which it refers
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AU for all the time intervals between about 6 UT and
about 22 UT.

2.2 Comparison between southern and northern indices

In Fig. 2 scatter plots between AUS-80 and AU, ALS-
80 and AL, AES-80 and AE are illustrated. A good
correlation between AES-80 and AE is shown in the
bottom panel; relatively lower correlations are found in
the other two cases. In particular a relatively high scatter
of data points is found between AUS and AU in the top

panel. We have considered separately data points
corresponding to northward and southward IMF (not
shown), but found no signi®cant e�ects of the IMF-Bz
component on these correlations.

Correlation coe�cients between the northern and
southern indices have been calculated separately for
each two hour period and the results are illustrated in
Fig. 3 (bottom panel), where the upper panel shows the
histogram of the number of data points with a negative
AUS-80 value (solid line) and with positive ALS-80
(dashed line). A large minimum in the correlations
between AUS-80 and AU (*) is found in the time
interval 6±14 UT, when a greater number of negative
AUS-80 are found. During all of May and June 1994
there were no negative values of one hour average AU.
There were ®ve positive values of AL during this period,
and 19 positive ALS-80 (distributed over time as
illustrated by the dashed line in the top panel of
Fig. 3). When considering periods for which AU is
positive while AUS-80 is negative, it is important to
recall that AU and AUS-80 are monitoring two di�erent
phenomena: AU is related to the auroral oval eastward
currents while AUS-80 refers to the eastward current
component measured in the nominal polar cap region
(at about )80°). The presence of negative AU has
classically been interpreted as resulting from a uniform
®eld of ring current in the magnetosphere that domi-
nates the zonal current in the local ionosphere (at least
above the 12 stations used for deriving AU) (Davis and
Sugiura, 1966). However, in the present case, the
presence of negative AUS-80 clustered at a speci®c UT
range does not seem to ®t this interpretation. Therefore
it is interesting to study possible anomalies in the AUS-

Fig. 2. Scatter plots for AUS-80 and AU (top panel), ALS-80 and AL
(middle panel), AES-80 and AE (bottom panel). The number of data
points is always N = 1385 (hourly values are used in this case) and
the correlation coe�cient (q) is indicated for each panel

Fig. 3. The upper panel is a histogram of negative AUS-80 numbers
(solid line) and positive ALS-80 numbers (dashed line); the lower panel
shows the linear correlations versus UT time (each point is shown at
the centre of time interval) between AES-80 and AE (d), ALS-80 and
AL (+), AUS-80 and AU (*)
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80 and ALS-80 relative contributions from each station
at di�erent UT time. These contributions are illustrated
in Fig. 4, where one minute resolution values have been
used for ALS-80 and AUS-80. This ®gure shows that a
greater contribution to AUS-80 and ALS-80, and
thereby to AES-80 as well, comes from CSY and DRV
than from other stations. This can be simply related to
the longitude distribution of stations (see Table 1): AP1,
AP4 and MCM are within 80° of longitude, with the
remaining 280 covered only by the two stations CSY
and DRV. It appears that each station rather regularly
contributes for about half a day to ALS-80 and for the
rest to AUS-80, the maximum contribution to AUS-80
being from stations near local geomagnetic midnight
(LGM). This is di�erent from the station contribution to
the classical auroral electrojet indices and the previous
southern AE index calculated from lower latitude
stations, where maximum westward currents were
detected about 3±4 h after LGM and maximum east-

ward currents were detected about 6±7 h before LGM
(Allen and Kroehl, 1975; Maclennan et al., 1991).

Looking at Fig. 2 one can see that in general currents
detected by AES-80 are de®nitely lower than those
monitored by AE; this is expected because the average
position of the auroral electrojet is at lower latitudes
than that of the stations contributing to AES-80. We
stress that this level di�erence observed between AE and
AES-80 is mostly due to the latitudinal di�erence of the
stations and not to a seasonal di�erence between the two
hemispheres. In the Maclennan et al. (1991) paper,
where a tentative southern AE index is calculated at the
average southern auroral oval latitudes, it is found
that the southern AE regression line is very close to
the line that corresponds to an equal northern
and southern index (in particular it was found:
AEsouth = (0.85 � 0.05) AEnorth + 65.0 � 25.5).
Although AES-80 is generally lower than AE, it is
interesting to see whether there are times when the
southern indices measure a perturbation higher than
classical indices. To determine this, we calculated the
ratios between AES-80 and AE, ALS-80 and AL, AUS-
80 and AU, which represent the percentage of maximum
currents detected by classical indices that are revealed by
our southern indices. Figure 5 shows the number of data
points (indicated as a percentage of the total data
points) which are found in each range of values
indicated on the abscissa. In most cases we ®nd that
the southern polar indices are smaller than the classical
indices (i.e. the ratio is less than 1), however there are
cases when AES-80 is greater than AE. In the middle
panel in Fig. 5, it is interesting to note that in several
cases ALS-80 assumes values more than three times
greater than AL.

The average values of Kp and Dst have been
computed separately for each group of data related to
each interval on the abscissa of Fig. 5 for the ratios
AES-80/AE, ALS-80/AL, and AUS-80/AU. The results
are displayed in Fig. 6, where one can see that larger
values of AES-80/AE occur for lower Kp values, i.e.
occur in quiet periods when the auroral oval is expected
to be more contracted poleward (Kamide et al., 1976).
In addition, in Fig. 6 it can be seen that the Dst index
attains exceptionally large positive values during the
highest AES-80/AE events. This implies that the latter
events mainly occur during strong magnetospheric
compressions (possibly leading to a storm).

In order to determine the exact position of the
auroral oval for the cases when AES-80 is greater than
AE, we have used DMSP satellite data. In particular we
present here two cases when the DMSP pass is close to
the station contributing ALS-80 or AUS-80 value. The
indices for the two events are plotted in Fig. 7 and in
both cases the station contributing the AUS-80 value
that gives the maximum AES-80 is CSY. With respect to
the eastward currents measured by AUS-80, it is
important to emphasize that the polar projection of
the Southern Hemisphere has dusk on the right rather
than left and we show in Figs. 8b and 9b the North-
down view through the Earth. The ®rst event is between
2:00 UT and 4:00 UT on May 1st, the second is between

Fig. 4. Percentage of relative contribution from each station to ALS-
80 (d) and AUS-80 (*) separately for each UT hour. One minute
resolution values are considered for ALS-80 and AUS-80. The black
triangles indicate the time of local geomagnetic midnight at each
station
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1:00 UT and 2:00 UT on May 23rd. For these periods
the hourly average values of AE, AES-80, Kp and Dst
are reported in Table 3.

Figure 8a shows the DMSP pass for the event on
May 1st: the auroral oval boundaries are annotated with
arrows and correspond, respectively from dawn to dusk,
to 69.9°S, 83.5°S, 83.3°S and 71.2°S corrected geomag-
netic latitudes. The position of CSY with respect to the
DMSP pass (shown by the asterisk in Fig. 8b) is rather
close, and the location of CSY seems to be well within

the auroral oval precipitation region. For the second
selected event (Fig. 9) we obtained a DMSP pass exactly
over the CSY location, which is again well within the
auroral oval (arrows indicating boundaries in Fig. 9a
are respectively from dawn to dusk at: 70.0°S, 80.0°S,
69.9°S and 67.2°S). In this second case we see that there
is a portion of the auroral oval below latitude 70°S,
however it is rather narrow (about 2° of latitude from
the poleward 69.9°S boundary) and it does not cover
most of the standard AE latitude range.

3 Discussion and conclusions

In order to test the quality of AES-80 as a global
average activity level indicator, its correlations with Kp
and Dst (illustrated in Fig. 1) can be considered. These
correlations are very similar to those obtained for the
AE index at all UT times, indicating a good relationship
between the two indices. The main di�erences are
related to the AUS-80 parameter: in the time range

Table 3. Average values for AE, AES-80, Kp and Dst during the
indicated one hour intervals

May 1st
(2.0±3.0)UT

May 1st
(3.0±4.0)UT

May 23rd
(1.0±2.0)UT

AE (nT) 23 31 48
AES-80 (nT) 66 53 65
Kp ´ 10 3 17 10
Dst (nT) 19 19 )11

Fig. 5. Percentage of data for which the ratio
AUS-80/AU (top panel), ALS-80/AL (middle
panel), AES-80 /AE (bottom panel) is in the
interval indicated on the abscissa. One hour
resolution values are used for auroral and new
indices in this case

Fig. 6. Average value for Kp (d) and
Dst (*) for the groups of data binned
into the same AUS-80/AU (top panel),
ALS-80/AL (middle panel) and AES-80 /
AE (bottom panel) ratio ranges as in
Fig. 5
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about 6±22 UT, AUS-80 shows features that di�er from
AU with respect to the correlations with Kp. This may
be related to the seasonal dependence of AU reported by
Allan and Kroehl (1975); or it could be related to the
lower correlations between AU and AUS-80 occurring
in about the same UT time range (illustrated in Fig. 3).
Both results could be due to the increasing number of
negative AUS-80 values clustered around 12 UT, which
could suggest that AUS-80 does not monitor eastward
currents well at this time, possibly due to the distribu-
tion of contributing stations. However this seems
unlikely as the total number of negative AUS-80 values
is less than 1% of the total number of data points. In
addition we emphasize that, for correlations between the
absolute values of AU and AUS-80, the correlation
coe�cients are signi®cantly higher in the speci®c time
range 6±14 UT. This seems to suggest that the cluster of
negative AUS-80 around time 10±12 UT is accidental
(due to the speci®c two month period considered) and
does not imply a smaller signi®cance for AUS-80. It is
worthwhile to clarify that a negative AUS-80 value can
be interpreted to mean that the ionospheric eastward
current is not as important as further magnetospheric
e�ect on the measured parameter AUS-80. This inter-
pretation is similar to the interpretation of negative AU
given by Davis and Sugiura (1966) for auroral latitudes.

Thus in particular negative AUS-80 means that east-
ward current intensity is so low that it cannot be
detected by the index.

In previous terms, we can say that the di�erences
observed between the northern AU and the southern
AUS-80 can be easily related to the seasonal dependence
of eastward currents and to the fact that AUS-80 refers
to the average polar cap location while AU refers to the
eastward auroral electrojets. In fact certainly we expect
that eastward currents at )80° are less intense than the
eastward electrojets at the auroral oval average location.
In addition, due to the seasonal e�ect, we expect in
general less intense eastward currents in the Southern
Hemisphere than in the Northern. In particular it is
known that westward currents are less in¯uenced by
seasonal e�ects than are the eastward currents (e.g.
Allen and Kroehl, 1975). This could explain why
di�erences between AU and AUS-80 are more impor-
tant than between AL and ALS-80 in our results.

Maclennan et al. (1991), who calculated a southern
AE index using stations from nominal auroral oval
average latitudes (which are clustered in longitude in the
southern hemisphere), found an increased correlation
between AE and AES in the time range between 00:00
and 11:00 UT, indicating that the quality of southern
AE was better at these times. In our case no signi®cant

Fig. 7a,b. Plot of AES-80, ALS-80 and AUS-80 for two speci®c periods with high activity in AES-80 on a May 1st and b May 23rd 1994
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time dependence of the AE/AES-80 correlation is found.
This could be simply due to the di�erent latitudes of the
stations considered. AES-80 is not designed to monitor
the maximum electrojet current (as AE), but it is
correlated with this maximum and it can be the
maximum itself (even attaining values greater than
AE) when the auroral oval is su�ciently contracted
poleward. Figure 2 shows that in general AES-80
assumes values smaller than AE. The di�erent nature
of AES-80 with respect to the southern AE calculated by

Maclennan et al. (1991) can explain our result of ®nding
a signi®cant correlation between AE and AES-80 at all
universal times.

The present station distribution for AES-80 (Table 1)
can easily explain the greater relative contribution of
CSY and DRV to the ALS-80 and AUS-80 values
shown in Fig. 4. The main characteristic that emerges
from this ®gure is that the maximum AUS-80 contribu-
tion comes from times around local midnight and the
maximum ALS-80 contribution is almost half a day

Fig. 8. a Spectrogram of particle precipitation measured by
DMSP-F8 satellite at the same UT time as the event displayed in
Fig. 7a. The arrows indicate the auroral oval boundaries and the
asterisk the position closest to CSY station. b Pass of DMSP-F8
satellite with the position of CSY (indicated by *) during UT time
displayed in the spectrogram
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away from this. As mentioned, this result is completely
di�erent from previous ®ndings at auroral oval latitudes
(Allen and Kroehl, 1975; Maclennan et al., 1991) and is,
as expected, clearly inconsistent with the ionospheric
current pattern associated with the auroral latitude
substorms.

However this does not mean that weak polar cap
substorms cannot be detected by AES-80. Such sub-

storms are not likely to be detected by PC because that
index is derived from a single nearpole station; as AES-
80 uses information from several longitudinally distrib-
uted sources, detection of localized high-latitude sub-
storms is more probable.

Although in general AES-80 is smaller than AE, we
®nd several cases where larger electrojets are indicated
by AES-80 than AE.

Fig. 9. a Spectrogram of particle precipitation measured by
DMSP-F8 satellite at the same UT time as the event displayed
in Fig. 7b. The arrows indicate the auroral oval boundaries and
the asterisk the position closest to CSY station. b Pass of
DMSP-F8 satellite with the position of CSY (indicated by *)
during UT time displayed in the spectrogram
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The number of events with AES-80/AE greater of 1
is not null; in fact we ®nd that the ratio ALS-80/AL
reaches values greater than 3, indicating that the
maximum westward electrojet can be monitored at
80°S. The occurrence of these maximum electrojets at
what are considered to be polar latitudes is associated
with low values of Kp (smaller than 2) and with Dst
near zero or positive; this is in agreement with the
poleward shift of the auroral oval during the quietest
periods (Kamide et al., 1976). We have found evidence
of the exact position of the auroral oval in two
speci®c cases with AES-80 > AE and we have seen
that in e�ect all or almost all the oval was at latitudes
greater than 70°S at these times in the Southern
Hemisphere.

We conclude that AES-80 can be larger than AE
when the auroral oval is contracted and reaches )80° of
latitude. Moreover, because of its good correlation with
AE at all times, AES-80 could be useful as an indicator
of global electrojet activity in the Southern Hemisphere,
where su�cient ground-based information is not avail-
able at nominal auroral oval latitudes. As with all
indices, several contributing sources are present for
AES-80, and further studies are being performed to
identify whether speci®c AES-80 enhancements are due
to polar cap currents, to auroral oval movement
towards the cap, or to auroral electrojets and the
occurrence of polar cap substorms.
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